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We show that, under relatively simple assumptions which “almost always” hold, 
the structure of Hida’s ordinary Hecke algebra can be explicitly determined. The 
ass’umptions are such that they can easily be checked in specific cases, and we do 
so for a range of examples involving small primes and forms of level one and low 
weight. 9 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
In several recent papers, Hida has considered the ordinary part of the 
Hecke algebra associated to the space of generalized p-adic modular 
functions of one variable’ (see [H2, Hl], for example, and the first section 
of [T] for an expository account). This is the algebra of Hecke operators 
acting on ordinary p-adic modular functions; it is finite and flat over the 
Iwasawa algebra A z Z, [[T]], and its properties have been extensively 
studied. In particular, it is related to Iwasawa theory (see [T], for 
example) and to the problem of constructing analytic families of Galois 
representations (see [Hl, MW]). The point of this note is to make explicit 
a few results as to the structure of this algebra under hypotheses which 
hold “almost always” and which can sometimes be verified in simple cases, 
for example, for level 1 and low weight. This allows us, in those cases, to 
compute explicitly the localization of Hida’s algebra that appears in the 
work of Mazur and Wiles on p-adic-analytic families of Galois representa- 
tions (see [MW]). 
To describe our result, we begin by fixing a level N and a weight k 2 3. 
Let sZ~(N) = R,(Z, f,(N)) be the Hecke algebra (over Z) acting on 
cuspforms of weight k on f I (N), let m be a maximal ideal of Z&(N), and 
let p be the unique prime belonging to PPZ; we will assume p j6N, which 
eliminates a finite number of possibilities for no. To simplify, assume that 
* Current address: Dept. of Mathematics and Computer Science, Colby College, Waterville, 
ME 04901, U.S.A. 
’ Hida has since generalized this theory to modular forms on G.&.(F), but we will consider 
only the GL,(Q) case. 
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m is “new,” i.e., that it is attached to a newform of level N. We say m is 
an ordinary maximal ideal if T, 4 m; in this case, there exists a maximal 
ideal m in Hida’s ordinary Hecke algebra T = T(N) of level N such that the 
completion T, maps onto the completion of h,(N) at m. We show that, for 
all but finitely many “new” ordinary maximal ideals m of Ak(N), we have 
where /i is the Iwasawa algebra and 0 is a discrete valuation ring. Further- 
more, we give a sufficient condition for this to be the case which can be 
verified explicitly in some cases. 
To give an example, if N = 1 and k = 12, the modular form 
A = 1 r(n) q”, 
where r is the Ramanujan function, defines an isomorphism R,, (1) r Z via 
T/t-+ r(l), so that each maximal ideal m corresponds to a prime p and will 
be ordinary if and only if r(p) $ 0 (modp). (Of course, all maximal ideals 
are “new” in this case.) Thus, if z(p) & 0 (modp) and if T, is the ordinary 
Hecke algebra mapping onto the completion of d12(1) at p, we show that 
in fact 
verifying hypothesis (** f in [MW, Sect. 121. In the last section of this 
paper, we obtain similar explicit results for level one and weight k < 30, 
and also indicate for which small primes the necessary ordinariness 
hypotheses hold. 
The restriction to weight k > 3 is essential for our method to work. We 
do not know if the analogous result for weight two is true, and have no 
evidence either way. 
The fundamental ideas in this paper are all due to Hida, and some of the 
results in this paper can probably be found at least implicitly in his work. 
They seem to be of suficient interest to warrant making them explicit, 
especially to the extent that they permit explicit determination of the 
ordinary Hecke algebra in simple cases. 
I express my gratitude to Barry Mazur for his help and interest. During 
the elaboration of this paper, I received financial support from the 
CAPES-COFECUB France-Brazil cooperation project and enjoyed both 
the financial support and the hospitality of the Institut des Hautes Etudes 
Scientifiques in Bures-sur-Yvette, France. My warm thanks to both 
institutions. 
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HIDA'S THEORY OF THE ORDINARY HECKE ALGEBRA 
We begin by recalling the definitions. Let p 3 5 be a prime, and let B be 
a p-adically complete discrete valuation ring; lix a level N, not divisible by 
p. Hida’s theory deals with p-adic modular functions of level N, these are 
defined as functions of elliptic curves with extra structure (see [K4] or 
[G] ), but may be described in terms of limits of classical modular forms, 
as follows. Let D(B, Np’) denote the space of “divided congruences” of 
classical modular forms on r1 (Np” ), so that the elements f E D( B, Np’ ) are 
sums f = Cf, of classical modular forms on rl (Np”) defined over the 
fraction field of B such that when we take q-expansions we have 
f(q)=Cfi(q)EB[ICqll. For exampk 
Ep-l-l 
P 
E W,, 1). 
It is clear that the q-expansion map is injective on D(B, Np’), so that we 
may think of D(B, Np’) as contained in B[ [q]], and give it the topology 
derived from the p-adic topology on B[ [q]]; then we have: 
PROPOSITION 1 (Katz). The closure of D(B, Np’) in B[[q]] is inde- 
pendent of v 3 0. 
We denote this closure by V(B, N), and call it the space of generalized 
p-adic modular functions of level N. Note that it contains all classical 
modular forms of level Np’ and weight k for any k 2 0 and any v >, 0. If we 
prefer to restrict to the cuspidal case, the analogous proposition is true, 
and we denote the space obtained by Vpar(B, N). 
It is possible to define Hecke operators TI for 1 #p and a U operator on 
V(B, N), with the expected effect on q-expansions. One may also define an 
action of (Z/NZ)x x Zp” on V(B, N), via the “diamond operators” (see 
[K4] or [G]; in [T], these are called the “diamonds of weight zero”); we 
denote the image off E V(B, N) under (v, x) E (ZjNZ) x x Z; by ( y, x)J: 
Extending the action of Z; by linearity, we get an action of 
AB = B[ [Z,X I]. We say f E V(B, N) is of weight k if, for any x E Z; , we 
have ( 1, x) f = x”S; classical modular forms of weight k and level N are of 
weight k in this sense. More generally, given any x: Zf + Zi , we say f is 
of weight x if (1, x) f = x(x)$ Any such x is of the form 
where o is the Teichmiiller character, i E Z/(p - 1) Z, and k E Z,. Classical 
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forms of weight k on r1 (N) n r,(p) with p-nebentypus cFk are of weight 
X(i,k). 
The closed subalgebra of endomorphisms of V(B, N) topologically 
generated by the Hecke, U, and diamond operators is called the Hecke 
algebra T(B, N); it too may be described in classical terms, as the inverse 
limit of the classical Hecke algebras acting on divided congruences of 
weight less than or equal to k. Via the diamond operators, T(B, N) is a AB- 
algebra. Again, one may restrict to the cuspidal case to get a smaller Hecke 
algebra T,(B, N), which is again a A,-algebra via the diamond action. (See 
[G] for more details.) In what follows, we will mostly be interested in the 
cuspidal case. 
Hida’s fundamental insight was that, while it is hard to treat the full 
space of p-adic modular functions, there is a naturally defined subspace 
which is much easier to understand; this is the subspace where the U 
operator acts bijectively, which we call the ordinary part. Hida has defined 
an idempotent eET,(Z,, N) which cuts out the ordinary part of V(B, N) 
(see [H2], [T], or [G]). We write 
and 
Trd(B, N)=eT,,(B,‘N). 
Via the diamond operators, these are algebras over 
where of course (Z/pZ) x is the usual subgroup of Z; and r= 1 +pZ,. If 
we write A, = B[ [r]], then AB decomposes as a direct sum of p - 1 copies 
of /i, according to the action of (Z/pZ) x : 
where (Z/pZ) x acts on A$) via the OJ’, the ith power of the Teichmiiller 
character. Let V,(B, N) be the direct summand of ViLt(B, N) on which 
(Z/pZ) x acts via oi, so that, if f E Vi and x E Zp” , we have 
In the same spirit, let 
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be the corresponding Hecke algebra which is of course a direct summand 
of Tird (B, N). For notational convenience, we will omit B whenever 
B=Z,, so that we write A=Z,[[r]], A=Z,[[Z,X]], and T,(N)= 
T;(Z,, N). We will be interested in the algebra T,(N) and in its 
completions at various maximal ideals. 
The beginning point of Hida’s theory is the following result: 
THEOREM 1 (Hida). T,(N) is finite andflat over A. 
In fact, one can say much more. Let Sk(Z,, r,(N)nT,(p), oJ) denote 
the space of classical cusp forms of weight k on r, (Np), defined over Z,, 
which transform via o’ under the action of TO(p)/T, (p) E (Z/pZ) x. We 
think of this as contained in V(Z,, N), note that it is then stable under the 
action of the Hecke algebra, hence, in particular, has a well-defined 
ordinary subspace eSk(Z,, f,(N)nT,,(p), co’). Let lk(Z,, f,(N)n 
lb(p), 0,‘) be the Hecke algebra of S,(Z,, I-, (N)n T,(p), WI), thought of 
as a quotient of T,(N), and let eRI, (Z,, r, (N) n r,(p), w’) be its ordinary 
part. Then we have: 
THEOREM 2 (Hida). Let y be a generator of f c Zi , and, for each 
integer k, let P, = (1,~) - yk E A. Then we have, for any k b 2, 
where of course e denotes the ordinary projection, In particular, 
rank,Ti(N)=rankzpeSk(Zp, r,(N)nT,(p), uYk), 
for any k 3 2. 
(For m&e information and proofs, see [H2, T].) 
Recalling the standard duality between spaces of modular forms and 
their Hecke algebras (see [G], for example), we may interpret this result 
as saying that any cuspidal ordinary p-adic modular function which is of 
weight x(;,~, is in fact a classical modular form of level Np, and hence is 
contained in eS,(Z,, r, (N)n f,(p), wfpk). 
Since we will often refer to this theorem and also obtain several variants 
of it, let us once and for all choose a generator y of f, and set, for each 
kEZ, P,=(l,y)-$EAcT,(N). 
The ordinary Hecke algebra T,(N) is determined by the choice of a level 
N and of i modulo p - 1. Since it is finite and flat over A, it is a complete 
semi-local ring, and hence can be written as the product of its localizations 
at maximal ideals. It is with these localizations that we will be. principally 
concerned. For future reference, we note that a maximal ideal m c T,(N) 
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is determined by an ordinary eigenform of level N and weight k congruent 
to di modulo p - 1 defined over some finite field of characteristic p. (This 
follows from the standard duality between Hecke algebras and spaces of 
modular forms-see [G].) If m is the maximal ideal of A,(N) corre- 
sponding to this residual eigenform, we say m is the ideal corresponding 
to m, and that the completion of T,(N) at m is the ordinary Hecke algebra 
corresponding to HZ. Note that if we fix p, i, and N, there only finitely many 
possibilities for m, and that each m corresponds to many different m as 
one varies the weight k. We will later invert this approach, by fixing N and 
k (and hence also i) and letting +PZ (and hence also p) vary; the corre- 
sponding ideals m will of course then belong to different Hecke algebras. 
LEVEL NVERSUS LEVEL Np 
Whenk23andk=i(modp-1), wehaveo’-k=l,andwewrite 
&c(Z,,~,(N)~~o(~h l)=s,(z,,r,(N)nT,(p)). 
Consider the subspace 
(via the q-expansion-preserving inclusion); this is stable under the action of 
the Hecke operators T, and the diamond operators, but not under the U 
operator, hence not under e. Nevertheless, we can consider its image 
es, (Z,, r, (N)) under the ordinary projection, which is contained in 
Sk(Z,, ri (N)) A T,,(p)). We claim that if k > 3 we may often work with 
eSk(Z,, fi (N)), which is essentially of level N, rather than with the space 
of level Np. 
Thus, the goal of this section is to relate the Hecke algebras for level N 
(in which we have an operator 7’,) and for level Np (in which TP is 
replaced by 17). In particular, we need to show that it is possible to think 
of the Hecke algebra acting on es, (Z,, r, (N)) both as a quotient of the 
ordinary Hecke algebra T,(N) and as a quotient of the Hecke algebra 
acting on Sk(Z,, r,(N)). For this, we must compare the actions of the 
U operator on eSk(Z,, r,(N)) and of the TP operator on Sk(Z,, r,(N)) 
(or at least on the ordinary subspace). Recall that the operators 
Tp: S,(Z,, ~,(N))-+S,(Z,, r,(N)) 
and 
u: Sk(Z,, rl (Wn T,(P)) + S,(Z,, r, (NJ n T,(P)) 
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are related as follows: let 
be the map that acts on q-expansions by q H qP, and let fE S,(Z,, I’, (IV)). 
Assume that (ZjNZ) x acts on f via a Dirichlet character E; then we have 
T,f= Uf+c(p)pkp’ Frobf: 
(This is just the usual description for the action of T, on q-expansions.) In 
particular, note that if k 2 2, U and T,, are congruent modulo p. For the 
following discussion, we will assume k > 2. 
We have already introduced the idempotent e which cuts out the 
ordinary part. Since we already know e is defined over Z,, we can describe 
its action completely by describing how it acts on eigenforms for Tp which 
have a nebentypus, i.e., which are also eigenforms for the diamond action 
of (Z/NZ) x. (Since pi ZV, there is a basis of S, (Q,, rI (IV)) which consists 
of eigenforms for Tp which have a nebentypus.) Let f E Sk (Q,, rl (IV)) have 
nebentypus E and satisfy Tp f = apf, and let I and /* be the two roots of the 
polynomial X2 - a,X+ s(p)/-‘, so that 1+ p = up and Ip = e(p)pk-‘; if 
ap is a unit, order the two roots so that 1 is a unit and ord(p) =pkee ’ 
(recall that we are assuming k 2 2). Then we have 
I &(f-~Frobf) if ord(a,) = 0 ef= 0 otherwise. 
Note that tI(f-pFrob(f))=U(f)-pf=u,f-s(p)pk-’Frob(f)-pf= 
lf - Ip Frob(f ), so that when ord(u,) = 0 the ordinary projection ef will 
be an eigenform for the U operator with eigenvalue A. Also, note that 
if ord(u,) =O, we have ef-f (modp) (because 1 -p-A, so that the 
coefficient is a l-unit). 
To relate this description to the level N Hecke algebra A, (Z,, f, (N)) 
and in particular to the action of T,, let e, E A, (Z,, f, (N)) be the idempo- 
tent attached, as in [MW, 41, to the operator T, (so that e, is to T, 
precisely as e is to U). On an eigenform f as above, the action of e, is quite 
simple to describe: 
elf= 
f if ord( up) = 0 
0 otherwise. 
Note that we still have that e, is defined over Z,, and that, as expected, 
e and er coincide modulo p. Putting the two descriptions in terms of 
eigenforms together shows that: 
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LEMMA 2. Let 
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be the idempotents attached to T, and to U, respectively. Then 
ee, = e. 
In fact, we have a little more: 
LEMMA 3. The idempotent e gives an isomorphism 
which is equivariant for the diamond operators and for the Hecke operators 
Tt with 1 #p, and which satisfies 
eT,(e,f)=(U+&(P)pk-lU-‘)(ef), 
where U-l denotes the inverse of U on the ordinary part. 
Proof It is enough to show this for eigenforms, in which case it is clear 
by a simple computation. 1 
Then we can conclude: 
PROPOSITION 4. Suppose k 2 2 and p1 N, and use the notations above. 
The idempotent e gives an isomorphism of Z,-algebras 
Proof: The preceding lemma shows that e identifies the subalgebras 
generated by the T, with 1 #p and the diamond operators, and further that 
it maps T, to U + s(p) pk- i, which is of course congruent to U modulo p. 
Since both algebras are p-adically complete, it follows that e is an 
isomorphism. 1 
Thus, we may work with either version of the level N ordinary Hecke 
algebra. The main reason for our interest in this Hecke algebra is the 
following result, which shows that one can determine the rank of T,(N) in 
terms of ordinary forms of level N, rather than of level Np, that is, in terms 
of the Hecke algebra e& (Z,, r1 (N)) with k = i (mod p - 1). This amounts 
to improving slightly on Theorem 2 in the case when k - i (mod p - 1). 
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PROPOSITION 5. Suppose pj 6N, and let T,(N) denote the ordinary Hecke 
algebra qf level N and tame nehentypus CO’ defined above. [f k 2 3 and k = i 
(mod p - I), then 
and hence 
rank,,Ti(N) = rank,.eS,(Z,, r,(N)) = rankZ,e, S,(Z,, Z-,(N)). 
In particular, for any k 3 3, 
eSk(Z,, rl (W) = e&(Z,, rl (N) n T,(P)). 
Proof We give two different arguments. The first is due to Hida, and 
can be extracted from his proof that T,(N) is finite and flat over /i as given 
in [H2]. It is independent of Theorem 2. The second uses that theorem and 
the Atkin-Lehner-Miyake-Li theory of newforms. 
(1) Let S(Z,, k, N; 1) denote the space of p-adic cuspforms of weight 
k, i.e., the space of fe Vpar (Z,, N) satisfying ( 1, x ) f= x”f for any f~ Zi 
(for a modular definition, see [G] ). It is clear that when i E k (mod p - 1 ), 
eS(Z,, k, N, 1) is precisely the space of modular forms dual to the Hecke 
algebra T,/P,T,. 
Since classical forms of weight k and level N are of weight k in 
Vpar(Zpr N), we have a q-expansion-preserving inclusion 
S,(Z,, r, (NJ) 4 St&, k N; 1). 
The ordinary projection acts on both of these spaces, giving 
eSk(z,, f,(N))GeS(Z,, k, N; 1). 
What we want to show is that this inclusion is in fact an equality. We first 
prove that the image of eS,(Z,, ri (N)) is dense in eS(Z,, k, N; 1); for this 
it suffices to show that the inclusion 
eSktZpt rl (NJ) 4 eS(Z,, k, N; 1) 
induces equality modulo p. To see that, recall that we have 
(see [Kl], [K2], or [G]). Thus, we need to determine the “cuspforms 
modulo p” which are ordinary (for U or for T,, it is the same). 
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By a theorem of Jochnowitz (see [J2]), we know that any modular form 
modulo p which is ordinary is the reduction of a modular form of weight 
at most p + 1; since k 2 3, we have k + p - 1 > p + 1, so any ordinary form 
must occur in the first summand above. Hence 
eW,,,k N; l)@F,=eS,(Z,, r,(N))OF,, 
which shows that eS, (Z,, rl (N)) is dense in eS(Z,, k, N; 1). Since the first 
space is finite-dimensional, hence closed, this implies they must be equal, 
proving the first two statements. The final statement then follows either 
from Theorem 2 or by recalling that we have inclusions 
Sk&,, r,tN))~ Sk&,, ~,(N)n~o(p))~W,,k N; 1). 
(2) If we assume Theorem 2, it is sufficient to prove the last 
assertion; for that, an easy argument may be given by invoking the 
Atkin-Lehner-Miyake-Li theory of newforms. We have two inclusions of 
Sk (Z,, r1 (N)) in Sk (Z,, r, (N) n r, (p)): the q-expansion-preserving 
inclusion (which we think of as the identity) and the map 
defined above. Let B denote the ring of integers in an algebraic closure Q, 
of Q,. We call an eigenform f~ S, (B, f i (N) n r,(p)) a “newform” if it 
does not belong to the $-span of the images of these two maps. By [L, 
Theorem 31, we know that no newform in S,(B, rl (N) n T,(p)) can be 
ordinary. In fact, if Uf = 1. and f is a new form, then Li shows that 
A2 = E(P) pk- *, where E is a Dirichlet character modulo N, and hence 
that ord(A) >O (this is where we use that k b 3). Furthermore, if 
f E S,(B, f, (N)) is an eigenform for the pth Hecke operator T,,, then we 
obtain from it two eigenforms for the U operator in S,(B, rl (N) n r,(p)), 
only one of which can be ordinary (in the notations above, they are 
f - 1 Frob( f) and f - p Frob(f ), and their eigenvalues are p and 1, respec- 
tively). Since the newforms together with the two eigenforms associated 
with each eigenform of level N span S,(Q,, rl (N) n T,(p)), we find that 
the only ordinary eigenforms in Sk(Qp, rl (N) n T,(p)) are those which 
are the ordinary projections of eigenforms in Sk(Qp, f, (N)); since we 
know the ordinary projection is defined over Z,, the proposition 
follows. 1 
Remark. The second argument above emphasizes the fact that we 
obtain a situation which is essentially of level N precisely when we 
specialize in such a way as to obtain forms with non-primitive nebentypus 
and weight at least three. 
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ON THE COMPLETION OF T,(N) 
Let S,(Z, ri (N)) denote the space of cusp forms of weight k on rl (N) 
defined over Z, and let R,(N) = lk (Z, ri (N)) be the corresponding Hecke 
algebra. Choose a maximal ideal m c Rk (N), and hence a prime p E Z. Let 
F denote the residue field: F = A,(N)/ m, which is a field of characteristic p. 
By the standard duality theorems (see [G], for example), fixing m is 
equivalent to fixing a Gal( F/F, )-equivalence class of eigenforms 
7~ Sk (F, ri (N)). We say m is ordinary if Tp $ m; equivelently, m is 
ordinary if the corresponding residual eigenform is ordinary, i.e., if ef=$ 
If m is ordinary and i = k (mod p - 1 ), the residual eigenform f attached to 
m determines a prime p (and hence a Hecke algebra T,(N)) and a maximal 
ideal m c T,(N), which we call the ideal corresonding to M. We take k and 
N as fixed, and vary M (and hence p) among the ordinary maximal ideals 
of A,(N), under the restriction that pi 6N. We will be interested in the 
completions of Rk (N) at m and of T,(N) at the corresponding m. 
DEFINITION 1, Let m c Rk (Z, rl (N)) b e an ordinary maximal ideal, and 
let m be the corresponding ideal of T,(N). We define 
4,x = (k(Z, rl (N))), 
to be the completion of R,(Z, r,(N)) at m, and 
TM = (T,(N)), 
to be the completion of T,(N) at m. 
Note that A,,, can also be thought of (after Lemma 4) as the completion 
of eA(Z,, rr (N)) at the ideal corresponding to m, so that we have a map 
Tm + A_. 
Also, since T,,, is one of the local components of the semi-local ring T,(N), 
it is a finite and flat n-algebra. Recall that we have defined, for any k E Z, 
an element Pk = (1, y) -y’~ A, where y is a chosen generator of 
r= 1 +pz,cz;. Then it is easy to see, from Proposition 5, that 
COROLLARY 6. Suppose k 2 3. Let m c Ak(Z, rl (N)) be an ordinary 
maximal ideal of characteristic p such that pi 6N, and use the notations 
above. Then we have 
T -4 VnJPkT, - my 
so that, in particular, 
rank, Tm = rankzp Am. 
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The point of this section is to relate the structure of the completion TM 
to that of An. The first result follows immediately from Corollary 6. 
PROPOSITION 7. Suppose k > 3. Let wz c Rk(Z, Tl (N)) be an ordinary 
maximal ideal of residual characteristic p such that pi 6N, and suppose that 
the completion 
R,,s = (4cGC r, (W)),n 
is a discrete valuation ring 0. Then the completion 
Tm = (TiW)L,, 
is a regular local ring of dimension 2. Furthermore, if 0 = R_ is unramfied 
over Z,, then ( Pk, p) is a regular sequence in Tm. 
Proof. This is clear by Corollary 6. 1 
In fact, if AM = 0 is an unramified discrete valuation ring, then one can 
say much more: 
PROPOSITION 8. Suppose k > 3. Let wzc A,(Z, rl (N)) be an ordinary 
maximal ideal of residual characteristic p such that p j 6N, and suppose that 
the completion 
0 = Am = (&(Z> r,(W)), 
is a discrete valuation ring which is unramtjied over Z,. Then we have a 
A-algebra isomorphism 
TmzAn.=O@A. 
Proof We already know that TM is a regular local ring of dimension 2, 
and that (Pk, p) is a regular system. Since we have 
and Lo is unramitied over Z,, we have a map 
Co= W(F)c,T,,,. 
Together with the map 
A+T_ 
given by the diamond action, this determines a map 
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which induces an isomorphism on residue fields and maps the regular 
sequence (Pk, p) for 0 6 A to a regular sequence for T,,?, and hence is an 
isomorphism. 1 
Remark. The fact that the isomorphism is a /l-algebra isomorphism 
means that the inclusion 
is the inclusion given by the diamond action. 
As long as we restrict m to neti’ ordinary maximal ideals of A,(N), i.e., 
to those ideals associated to a newform of level N, it is clar that the 
hypotheses of the theorem will fail to hold only in a finite number of cases 
(essentially, only for maximal ideals containing primes dividing the 
discriminant of the Hecke algebra). The restriction to new ordinary ideals 
is necessary to avoid problems with non-semi-simplicity. 
COROLLARY 9. Let k > 3, and let wz c dk(Z, f, (N)) run over the 
ordinary new maximal ideals of the Hecke algebra. Then, for all but finitely 
many choices of m, we have a A-algebra isomorphism 
To explain the connection with Galois representations, we use results 
due to Mazur and Wiles (for the case N = 1 and k & 2 (mod p - 1); see 
[MW]) and myself (for the general situation, but with much less informa- 
tion; see [G, Theorem 111.5.6 and Sec. 11.6.41). Given a maximal ideal 
.PX c dk( N), we get an eigenform fdelined over some finite field F. (In fact, 
we get a Galois-equivalence class off, but let us simply choose one of 
them.) Since f is an eigenform, there exists a Galois representation 
p: Gal(Q/Q) -, GL2 (F) 
which is attached to fin the usual sense. We call p the residual representa- 
tion attached to m. As above, let T_ denote the completion of T,(N) (for 
i = k (mod p - 1)) at the maximal ideal m corresponding to +X Under the 
assumptions that f is ordinary and that p is absolutely irreducible, there 
exists a Galois representation p: Gal(Q/Q) + GL,(T_) which reduces to p 
via the obvious map. It is easy to see that it is universal among the 
representations attached to ordinary p-adic modular forms whose reduc- 
tion is equal to J 
Now, instead of beginning with a residual eigenform j; let us take an 
eigenform f e Sk (0, rl (N)); we know f will be defined over the ring of 
integers of some finite extension K of Q, and so may consider its reduction 
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modulo various primes. Each reduction will be a possible choice forfin the 
discussion above, and hence give a residual representation 0. By [D], for 
each prime of B of K there exists a Galois representation 
I$: Gal(Q/Q) --f GJL(K,) 
attached to f defined over the completion of K which reduces to j: We call 
this “the small Galois representation attached to j? For each prime at 
which f is ordinary and p is absolutely irreducible, the results of [MW] 
and [G] give a representation 
which we might call “the large Galois representation attached to f,” and 
which specializes to pj at weight k (i.e., by quotient by Pk). Corollary 9 
then implies that for all but finitely many primes this completion is 
isomorphic to a power series ring in one variable over some finite 
unramified extension of Z,. 
COROLLARY 10. Let k2 3, let K be a finite extension of Q, and let 
f E S,( K, rl (N)) be an eigenform for the Hecke algebra. For almost all 
primes of K at which f is ordinary and the residual representation p is 
absolutely irreducible, there exists a representation 
Pi: GaU?/Q) -, %(A,) 
(where 0 is a discrete valuation ring unramified over Z,) whose image under 
the map ( 1, y > H yk is the small Galois representation attached to f 
Remark. In the above, we have systematically worked with f,(N), 
rather than with forms having a nebentypus for the action of (Z/NZ) x. 
This is because the decomposition of S,(B, r, (N)) into the spaces corre- 
sponding to the various nebentypus characters need not be defined over 
Z,. In other words, there might be congruences between forms with 
different nebentypus. This will not happen if p 1 p(N); hence, under that 
hypothesis it is possible to make the analogous statements for the spaces 
S,(B, r,(N), E) of forms with nebentypus E. 
A QUESTION 
The hypothesis that k 2 3 plays an essential role in the results we have 
just obtained, because it is easy to see that Proposition 5 is false for 
k = 2, because newforms on rl (N) n TO(p) will be ordinary (by [L, 
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Theorem 31). This makes the problem of determining the structure of the 
completion of T,(N) associated to an ordinary modular form of weight 2 
much harder to handle. One can, of course, apply Theorem 2, but that will 
require looking at a different space of modular forms for each p. Similarly, 
one can apply Proposition 5 with k =p + 1, but this again will require 
looking at different spaces for different p. Thus, we have no means of 
deciding if the statement analogous to Corollary 9 for k = 2 remains true. 
We would like to pose this as a question: 
Question 1. Let m t d?(N) be an ordinary maximal ideal, and let 
m c T,(N) be the corresponding maximal ideal of the ordinary Hecke 
algebra. What can one say about the completion of T,(N) at m? Does the 
answer change if we begin with an ideal m c R, (Z, rl (N) n r,(p)) 
associated to a newform? 
SOME EXPLICIT EXAMPLES 
We conclude by applying our results in some concrete cases. In all of 
these examples we take N= 1, and keep the weight k low enough so that 
the rank of the Hecke algebra over Z is one or two; in these cases, we 
determine all the possibilities for the structure of the completion TM, and 
make a list of the small primes for which each situation occurs. All the 
possibilities considered do occur, with the possible exception of the 
“ramified case” for k = 24, 30, 34, 38, where the numbers involved are too 
large for us to check whether the modular form in question is ordinary at 
the ramified prime. 
1. The Rank One Case. When N = 1 and k = 12, 16, 18, 20, 22, 26, we 
have A,(N) z Z, so that the situation is particularly simple. 
(a) Take, first, k = 12; this is the example considered by Mazur and 
Wiles in [MW, Sect. 121. Then S,*(Z, rl (1)) is of rank one, generated by 
the cusp form 
A = c r(n) q”, 
where z is the Ramanujan tau-function. It is clear that A determines an 
isomorphism 
A,*(l)rZ 
T~H ~(4 
so that the maximal ideals +VZ c RI2 (1) are determined by the choice of a 
prime p. The maximal ideal m = m(p) corresponding to p will be ordinary 
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if and only if T(P) & 0 (mod p); when this is the case, we will simply 
say that p is ordinary (for A). For any such prime p, we can apply 
Proposition 5 directly to obtain: 
COROLLARY 11. For any prime p for which z(p) f 0 (mod p), we have 
T,,(l)zA 
via the natural mapping given by the diamond operators. 
This verifies hypothesis (**) of [MW, Sect. 121, and shows that 
Proposition 1 of that paragraph holds for all ordinary primes. The 
hypothesis on z(p) is known to hold for all primes p such that 
11 <p<65063, pZ2411 (see [N]). 
(b) It is clear that the same argumnts will hold for the other cases in 
which the space of cuspforms is of rank one, i.e., for k = 16, 18, 20, 22, and 
26 (and N= 1). The following is a list of the primes less than 400 for which 
the unique cuspform of weight k is ordinary; it extends, and in one case 
corrects, the information given in [MTT, p. 183. 
b k=16. 17<p<397,p#59 
b k=18. 17~~~397 
b k=20. 19~~6397 
b k=22. p=lland23dp<397 
b k=26. 29~~~397. 
It is easy to see that a cuspform f of weight k > 12 and level N = 1 cannot 
be ordinary for most small primes (for example, because there are no 
cuspforms of weight less than twelve). The above computations suggest, on 
the other hand, that f will be ordinary at most large primes. In fact, all of 
the non-ordinary cases listed above are “forced” by facts about forms of 
lower weight, except for k = 12, p = 2411 and k = 16, p = 59. For a given 
cuspform f of weight k > 3, what is the proportion of primes for which f is 
ordinary? 
2. The Rank Two Case. For N = 1 and k = 24, 28, 30, 32, 34, 38, the 
Hecke algebra is of rank two. We treat the case k = 24 in some detail, and 
describe the other cases (which are similar) more briefly 
(a) k = 24. We have 
rank&&W, f, (1)) = 2, 
and there is a basis of eigenforms { fi , f2 } defined over Z[J1;14169]. The 
shape of the p-adic theory (at least for p # 2, 3, 144169) will then depend 
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on whether 144169 is, or is not, a square in Z,. (The situation for 
p= 144169 will of course be exceptional-see item (c) below.) For 
reference, we give the first few terms in the q-expansion of fr : 
f,=q+(540-12JGiiG)q2 
+ (169740 + 576 ,/‘%iiii%i) q3 
+ (12663328 - 12960 ,,&ii@) q4 
+(36534510+180480,/144169)qs 
+ ( - 904836528 - 1725840 ,/?&iii%) q6 
+ ( - 679592200 + 11829888 d=) q’ + . . . . 
The other eigenform, f2, is of course obtained by conjugation. To deter- 
mine whether the two eigenforms are ever congruent, we compute their 
difference: 
fl-f*= -24~izz9qz+1152JziiC9q3+ ..m. 
Thus, when p # 2,3, 144169, we have fi f f2 (modp). Now, assume 
p # 2, 3; we consider the cases in turn. 
l The non-split case. If 144169 is not a square modulo p, and hence 
not a square in Z,, let 0 = Z, [,,/-I. Since f, is an eigenform defined 
over Co, it determines an injection R,, (1) 4 0; to check that it is onto, we 
need to know that ji44169 is in the image. A glance at the q-expansion 
above shows that T, H 540 - 12Jm; since p # 2, 3, it follows that the 
map is onto, so that hz4 (1) is local and isomorphic to 0. (Notice that this 
argument also works for p = 144169.) Furthermore, f, will be ordinary at 
p if and only if fi is. By Proposition 8, we get 
COROLLARY 12. Suppose p#2,3, 144169, and that 144169 is not a 
square modulo p. Then, zff, is ordinary at p, 
as A-algebras, where 0 = Z, [,,/GCG]. 
The hypotheses of the corollary hold, for example, if we have p = 23, 29, 
37, 41, 43, 47, 59, 61, 67, 71. 
In particular, for any such prime, we get an analytic family of Galois 
representations 
P: Gal(Q/Q) -, Gb(QCTlI) 
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which specializes, under (1 + T) ti (1 + P)‘~, to the small representation 
attached to j-i. 
l The split case. If p # 144169 and 144169 is a square modulo p, and 
hence a square in Z,, f, and f2 are both defined over Z,; the computation 
above shows that they are not congruent. As one varies p, we may have: 
l Neither f, nor fi is ordinary; then, of course, T,,( 1) = 0. This is 
the case for p=2, 3, 5, 7, 11, 17, 19. 
l One of { fi, fi > is ordinary, and the other is not; then, by 
Proposition 5, we get T,,( 1) EA via the map defined by the diamond 
operators. This is the case for p = 13. 
v Both fi and f2 are ordinary; then T,,( 1) is of rank two over n 
(hence semi-local) and has two distinct maximal ideals (hence not local). It 
follows that T,, (1) r il@ /i, and the diamond action induces the diagonal 
inclusion. This is the case for p = 3 1, 53, 73, 79, 83, 89, 97. 
l The ramified case. If p = 144169, we know that R,,(l)g 0, which 
is ramzj?ed; hence, zffi is ordinary at 144169, we can conclude that Tz4( 1) 
is of rank two over n (by Proposition 5) and regular (by Proposition 7). If 
fi is not ordinary at 144169, we of course have T,, (1) = 0. There seems to 
be no easy way to decide whether fi is ordinary at 144169, hence whether 
the ramified case actually occurs. 
(b) k = 28. For k =28, the situation is similar to that of k=24, 
because the space of cuspforms is of rank two, and because 
T, H -4140 + 108,/l%%%. Since 108 is only divisible by 2 and 3, we get 
that A_ E 0 = Z, [,/i-8%9], as long as p # 2, 3. The only difference arises 
from the fact that 18209 is not prime: 18209 = 131 x 139, so that there are 
two primes where 0 is ramified. Just as in the preceding case, one can list 
all the possibilities. Again, we take p # 2, 3, and we give a list, for each 
situation, of the primes less than 100 for which it occurs. 
l The non-split case. If 18209 is not a square modulo p and fi (and 
hence f2) is ordinary at p, we get T,,( 1) r/i,, with 8 = Z, [,/%%%I. This 
happens, for example, for p = 29, 31, 37, 43, 47, 53, 59, 61, 67, 71, 79, 83. 
l The split case. If 18209 is a square modulo p # 131, 139, then we 
have three possibilities: 
l T,,(l)=O(for example, p=5, 7, 11, 13, 23) 
l T,, (1) g /i (for example, p = 17) 
l T,,( 1) E /10 /1 (for example, p = 41, 73, 89, 97). 
l The ramified case. If p = 131 or 139, one verifies that f, is 
ordinary, so that we have a regular /l-algebra of rank two with residue field 
F,. It would be interesting to know more about its structure. 
641/41/?-6 
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(c) k =30. For k = 30, the situation is precisely like that of k =24 
(because the space of cuspforms is of dimension two, because 
T2 ++ 4320 Ifr 96 Js, and because 51349 is prime), and one can make 
a similar list of the various possibilities. 
l The non-split case. If 51349 is not a square modulo p and j-, (and 
hencej,) is ordinary at p, we get T,,( 1) z II c, with C = Z, [J?%]. This 
happens, for example, for p = 29, 3 I, 41, 43, 53, 67, 79, 73, 79, 83. 
l The split case. If 51349 is a square modulo p # 51349, then we 
have three possibilities: 
l T,,(l)=O(forexample, p=7, 11, 13, 17, 23) 
l T,,(l)rn (forexample, p= 19) 
l T,,(l) 2 (1 CBA (for example, p = 37, 47, 59, 61, 71, 89, 97). 
l The ramified case. If p = 51349, we either have a regular A-algebra 
of rank two with residue field F,, or we have zero. As in the case of weight 
k = 24, it seems quite difficult to decide which. 
(d) k = 32. In this case, T, H 19980 f 12 J%%%%?, and we have 
-18295487 = 67 x 273067. Then: 
l The non-split case. If 18295487 is not a square modulo p and 
fi (and hence f2) is ordinary at p, we get T,, (1) 1 /i,, with 
0 = Z, [J118295487]. This happens, for example, for p = 53, 59, 71, 73, 79, 
89, 97. (When p = 29, f, is not ordinary.) 
9 The split case. If 18295487 is a square modulo p # 67, 273067, 
then we have three possibilities: 
l T,,(l)=0 (for example, p=5, 7, 13, 19, 23) 
l T3? (1) E .4 (for example, p = 11, 17) 
l T,,(l)r/i@n (for example, p=31, 37, 41, 43, 47, 61, 83). 
l The ram$ed case. If p = 67 or 273067, we either have a regular 
n-algebra of rank two with residue field F,, or we have zero. For p = 67, 
one checks that fl is ordinary, so that in this case Ti( 1) is regular and of 
rank two over A. 
(e) k = 34. We have T, H -60840 + 72 $%6%, and 2356201= 
479 x 4919. 
l The non-split case. If 2356201 is not a square modulo p and 
f, (and hence f2) is ordinary at p, we get T,,(~)zA,, with 
Co = Z, [,/ml. This happens, for example, for p = 41, 47, 53, 67, 71, 
73, 83, 89, 97. (When p = 31, fi is not ordinary.) 
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9 The split case. If 2356201 is a square modulo p # 479, 4919, then 
we have three possibilities: 
l T,,(l)=0 (for example, p=5, 7, 13, 29) 
l T,,(l)gA (for example, p= 17, 19, 23) 
l T,,( 1) z A 0 A (for example, p = 37, 43, 59, 61. 79). 
l The ramified case. If p = 479 or 4919, we either have a regular 
A-algebra of rank two with residue field F,, or we have zero. 
(f) k = 38. We have T2- -972OOk J63737521, and 63737521 = 
181 x 349 x 1009. 
l The non-split case. If 63737521 is not a square modulo p and 
f, (and hence fi) is ordinary at p, we get T,,( 1) r A,, with 
Co = Z, [m]. This happens, for example, for p = 41, 47, 53, 61, 73, 
89, 97. 
l The split case. If 63737521 is a square modulo p # 181, 349, 1009, 
then we have three possibilities: 
. T,,(l)=0 (for example, p=5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 29, 31) 
l T,, (1) z .4 (for example, p = 19, 23, 79-note that the case p = 79 
is not forced by facts from lower weight, as the other two are2) 
l T,,( 1) z A 0 A (for example, p = 37, 43, 59, 67, 71, 83). 
l The ramified case. If p = 181, 349, 1009, we either have a regular 
A-algebra of rank two with residue field F,, or we have zero. 
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